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Mizu, Flowing
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

2,5 2 16,5cm x 16,5cm x 22,5cm

    0R01S H4 A9

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

 Halogen
 12V

 10W G4

    0R01S E8 A4

250

~11

~11

Ø12

2,6

12

Brushed 
Nickel/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

10 8 31cm x 31cm x 26cm

    0R03S H4 A9

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 3 x 10W G4

     0R03S E8 A4

Ø21 cm

4 cm

250 cm

~22 cm

~11 cm

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed 
Nickel/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

15 12 47,5cm x 31,5cm x 27,5cm

    0R05S H4 A9

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 5 x 10W G4

    0R05S E8 A4

250 cm

~28 cm

~11 cm

Ø25 cm

4 cm

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed 
Nickel/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

19 15 50cm x 35cm x 38cm

    0R07S H4 A9

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 7 x 10W G4

    0R07S E8 A4

250 cm

~31 cm

~11 cm

Ø30 cm

4 cm

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

Brushed 
Nickel/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

40 36 77cm x 77cm x 30cm

    0R15S E8 A9 R

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 15x 10W G4

    0R15S E8 A4 R

68 cm

40
 c

m

5 cm

40 cm

250 cm

~11 cm

68
 c

m

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

40 36 77cm x 77cm x 30cm

    0R15S E8 A9 T

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 15x 10W G4

    0R15S E8 A4 T

Ø66 cm

250 cm

~11 cm

Ø66 cm

5 cm

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

85 74 97cm x 92cm x 54cm

    0R26S E8 A9 Q

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 26x 10W G4

    0R26S E8 A4 Q

250 cm

76
 c

m

76 cm

~11 cm

76 cm

5 cm

76
 c

m

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
Clear

White/
Gold
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Mizu, Flowing Light.
design Nicolas Terzani

Type    pendant

Materials     clear crystal (24% lead)

85 74 97cm x 92cm x 54cm

    0R26S E8 A9 T

Finishes    Code

Light Source  

 Halogen
 12V

 26x 10W G4

    0R26S E8 A4 T

Ø80 cm

5 cm

Ø80 cm

250 cm

~11 cm

Inspired by the tranquil and mesmerizing 
light refractions created by water, 
Mizu is a customizable pendant light 
from Terzani. Like waterdroplets, no two 
Mizu are alike, each crystal shape is 
unique and made meticulously by hand. 
Using only the clearest crystal (24% 
lead), Mizu perfectly emulates water’s 
refraction of light, casing amazing 
patterns around the room, reminiscent 
of flowing water. Also available in gold 
leaf. Design Nicolas Terzani

White/
Clear

White/
Gold


